
 

JDRF One Walk Volunteer Roles 
 

Thank you for your interest in volunteering at the JDRF One Walk event! Below is a listing of volunteer roles with 
time commitments and short descriptions. 
 

Event Day Set-Up 
Time Commitment: 6:30 am - 8:00 am 
Description: Help with final site set-up, unload supplies, cover tables, deliver water to the rest stop, mark the 
Walk route, etc. Light to moderate manual labor is required. 
 

Volunteer Check-In 
Time Commitment: 6:30 am - 10:00 am 
Description: Welcome and check in all walk-day volunteers, pass out the volunteer t-shirts and provide direction 
(if needed to the volunteer’s post) 
 

Walker Check-In / Registration 
Time Commitment: 7: 15 am - 11:00 am 
(You must be 18 or older and fluent in English to assist with check-in) 
Description: Collect walker registration forms; acknowledge and celebrate walkers who turn in $500 or more; 
direct to T-Shirt Tent OR provide walkers raising a minimum $100 with a JDRF One Walk T-shirt ticket.  
 

Greeters - Various Locations 
Time Commitment: 7:45 am - 11:30 am 
Description: Enthusiastic volunteers to welcome people to the JDRF One Walk; provide direction to Check-In and 
V1P Check-In Tents; answer basic questions about walk day; direct walkers to proper line or area to turn in 
donations and/or receive a JDRF Walk t-shirt ticket; ensure walkers have donations in completed collection 
envelope before proceeding to Check-In. 
 

V1P Check-In Tent Host 
Time Commitment: 7:00 am - 9:30 am 
Description: Welcome JDRF One Walk V1Ps to the V1P Check-In Tent (V1P's are who raise a minimum of $1,000); 
Provide V1Ps with V1P lanyard & JDRF One Walk t-shirt; invite V1Ps to have photo taken in front of Step and 
Repeat Banner holding an “I’m the raise $_______ type” sign. 
 

Welcome New Families Tent Host 
Time Commitment: 7:00 am - 9:30 am 
Description: Provide each family member walking with JDRF for the first time a special item; answer basic 
questions and provide JDRF information, JDRF-funded research and local Chapter Outreach activities  
 

Sponsor Area 
Time Commitment: 7:00 am - 9:30 am 
Description: Greet sponsors as they arrive; assist them in finding their table; ensure beverage station near 
Sponsor Area is stocked before sponsors arrive and when they return from the Walk.  
 

Parking 
Time Commitment: 7:00 am - 9:30 am 



Description: Place directional signage to ensure clear and safe motor traffic flow; direct traffic into the 
designated parking lots and direct walkers exiting parking lots to the Check-In and V1P Tents.  
 

Refreshment Tent  
Time Commitment: 7:00 am – 11:30 am 
Description: Unload and carry boxes from the refrigeration truck to the Refreshment Tent, set up food and 
beverage stations and make sure food and beverages available at all times. Light to moderate manual labor is 
required. 
 

T-Shirt Distribution 
Time Commitment: 7:30 am -11:30 am 
Description: Distribute JDRF Walk T-shirts to eligible participants.  
 

Advocacy Tent Volunteers 
Time Commitment: 7:30 am -11:30 am 
(Volunteers in this area should have knowledge of JDRF and be enthusiastic.)  
Description: Sign up interested walkers to be a JDRF Advocate. Volunteers will answer basic questions about 
JDRF, JDRF-funded research and our advocacy program. Materials will be provided.  
 

JDRF Information Table 
Time Commitment: 7:30 am -11:30 am 
(Volunteers in this area should have knowledge of JDRF.) 
Description: Enthusiastic volunteers to answer basic questions about JDRF, JDRF-funded research, local Chapter 
activities and JDRF's Ride program; provide information on these topics (materials will be provided).  
 

Face Painters 
Time Commitment: 7:30 am -11:30 am 
Description: Enthusiastic volunteers to help paint faces, arms, etc. for happy kids!  
 
Team Photographer 
Time Commitment: 7:30 am - 11:30 am 
Description: Assist walkers in selecting fun accessories to wear when having photo taken in front of JDRF One 
Walk Step and Repeat banner; take their photo (w/their camera or cell phone) 
 

Event Photographer 
Time Commitment: 8:30 am - 11:30 am 
Description: Friendly volunteers to take photos throughout the event. 
 

Water Station 
Time Commitment: 9:00 am - 11:00 am 
Description: Friendly volunteers to greet walkers and provide water along the walk route.  
 

Route Cheerleaders 
Time Commitment: 9:00 am - 11:00 am 
Description: Enthusiastic volunteers to be along the Walk route to cheer, thank and motivate walkers before, 
during the walk; Thank "Everyone" After the walk. 
 

Site Clean-Up 
Time Commitment: 11:00 am - 12:30 pm  
(Light to moderate manual labor required.) 
Description: Empty trash cans, remove table coverings, take down signage and banners, etc.  


